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of Technical Committee TO-272

Report by Chairman

1. Introduction

The Advisory Group on the IAEA Future Frogramme on the Safe Transport of

Radioactive Materials (AC—126, which met 2£ Kareh-1 April 1977) recommended

that the IAEA undertake a number of actions to ensure the eontinuinf adequacy

of its Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive materials, including

inter-alia, instituting a review of package test standards and establishing

a permanent committee to oversee the further development of the Regulations.

These recommendations (and the others made by AG-1?6) vere adopted

and implemented: an Advisory Group on Transport Package Test Standards

(AG-144) was convened 19-23 December 1°77 and the Standing Advisory Group

on the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (SAGSTRAK) was formed. AG-144

examined the evidence as was then available on accident experience, from rial:

assessments and other studies and determined that certain of the provisions

contained in the 1973 edition of the Regulations should be augmented or

modified. It made a number of recommendations in these respects, birt refrained

from proposing new tests or changes to the existing ones pending more extensive

consideration of the oases involved.

SAGSTRAK, at its inaugural meeting, 2-6 October 1978 took note of the

work of AG-144 and in follow-up to that proposed, as part of the preparation

for the forthcoming comprehensive revision of the Regulations, that the group

meet again, in 1979 and 1981, to pursue its assessment of •&»»• package standards

and in particular, to evaluate the need for a crush test, amendments to the

current thermal tesi, separate tests for packages to be transported by sea

and by air, and to compile and evaluate the results of scale-model and full

size tests that have been carried out in Member States. These assignments

formeâ the basic tasks of the meeting of TC-272; several others, concerning

various related topics, were added to these.

2. General

In face of the Agency's financial situation, the meeting wks arrange*

as a Technical Committee rather thin an Advisory Group. This dad not inhibit

participation, altogether £1 persons representing 17 countries land international

bodies attended. Thair names and thoBe of the IAEA staff participants are listed

ir. Annex I. The proceedings followed the agence riven in Annex II.
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Following the opening' formalities, Mr. G.E. Swindell gave & hrief report

on the status of the data gathering system (on radioactive material shipments

and accidents) recommended by AG-144 and SAGSTOAM. d e n the Scientific

Secretary, Mr. B.C. Bernardo, and the Associate Scientific Secretary,

Mr. R.F. Barker, presented respectively Working Papers Nos. 1 and 9 to provide

"background information* Discussions took place in several plenary sessions,

for which Mr. I». Baekelandt acted as Rapporteur, and in Working Croups.

3. Purpose and Scope of the Meeting

As mentioned, the Committee, at the direction of SAGSTOAM, was to determine

whether:

(a) a crutth test should he added to the Regulations

Ob) the thermal test prescription should be amanded

(e) separate tests should be prescribed for packages to be transported

by sea and by air (implying tha* these requirements should he more

severe)

and to compile and evaluate the results of tests of scale-model and full-

siae packages.

3he Committee accepted these assignments and in addition agreed to

consider:

- the reports by consultants on (i) the correlation between activity

and volumetric leakage and leak rates, and (ii) the validity of the

1000-fold difference between the activity release limits prescribed

for îype P(U) and 2ype B(M) packages

(respectively 'forking Papers 7 and 8 of the meeting)

whether tests for Low Specific Activity material packagings and

relative to crush of Type A packages and to vibration-acceleration

should be added to the Regulations

- whether the tests for Special Form material should be amended in
any way

- the statistical aspects of testing, as regards the number of
packages tha-t shouln be tested to demonstrate compliance and
related matters

I
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- the implications of introducing separate tests, with respect to

the complexity and implementation of the Regulations.

Six forking Groups were formed to address these tasks; the composition

of each rroup and its assignments) are indicated ir. their respective reports

(included as Annexes 77 to IX).

The main points of the Chairman's remarks, which concerned the general

and specific factors that have a bearing on the tasks, and the conclusions

that were reached in relation to these, are recorded ir. the Rapporteur*s

report on the first plenary session (see Annex III). Actions taken and decisions

made at subsequent sessions except in respect of recommendations are presented in

the other reports 'by the Rapporteur; these are included in sequence in the same

Annex»

A. Problems Encountered

The Committee was, on the whole, quite hesitant about proposing new

requirements or amendments to the prevailing ones. This can be attributed

to a number of causes, such as: the members* keen appreciation of the

significance of their proposals and their desire to make rational, scientifically

sound and defensible decisions; insufficient information on the issues addressed

and lack of expertise in certain of these; the pressure of experience and

unwillingness to make changes without good reason. These considerations were

openly recognized and commented upon - the principal manifestation being calls for

risk-assessments and cost-effectiveness studies of possible or proposed

requirements. It is recognized that it is beyond the Arencrr'e power to

solve all the problems which hindered the Committee but the General Recommendations

presented below are intended to ameliorate the operation and outcome of

future proceedings.

5« RecoiBB»endations and Meeds

A total of 22 recommendations were put forward at the meeting, these

were consolidated somewhat and in the final plenary session were classed

either General, Eigh Priority or Lower Priority. It is hoped that the IAEA.

will take these up and implement them in either as indicated or in an

appropriate manner e.g. by the use of consultants, as expedituously as resources-

allow, bearing in mind their significance with respect to the comprehensive

revision of the Peculations.

In addition to these recommendations the Working Groups identified

several other matters on which action is required, but which are of somewhat

lesser importance; these have been termed Needs. It is suggested that the
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Agency bring thesî to the attention of Member States and solicit their

assistance in fulfilling them.

Recommendations*

General

1. Ihe IAEA Secretariat, with the assistance of early input of relevant

information 'by Member States, provide to participants as early before the

meeting as feasible a:

- specification of the problems and/or issues to be addressed

- background information on each problem or issue including1 references

to relevant literature, consultants reports etc.

- outlines of possible actions (alternatives) in each case

(A presentation of this nature would aid is the development of thoughts

on the topics involved and raise particular points of interest).

2. îîie collection of data on radioactive material shipments and accidents

to such shipments should be expedited.

(This will be of utmost importance in the evaluation of the costs and

benefits of the proposed changes to the Regulations).

3. The IAEA should undertake a more active role in co-ordinating and fostering

research in the radioactive material transport field and promoting the exchange

of information on such work.

("33iis will lead to the early identification of gaps and overlaps in

research, where what work is being and when results will be available,

all of which information will be useful in relation to the development and

substantiation of the Regulations).

Two areas of special interest in this regard are the studies being

conducted in Japan and the USA on marine accidents and the deep—sea submergence of

spent fuel flasks (ref. Report of Working Group 3, ?4& and thermal tests and

testing (ref. Report of Working Group 2, p 3$.

4« Agreed won procedures and guideline!! on Rnst Effectiveness analysis be

provided.

* Note; Tne numerical order of the entries does not denote a ranking.

1979-08-08 djd
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(This information will also '"be of vital significance in the determination

of the value of Bhanges to the Regulations).

High Priority

5. The noncepts of Low Level Solid and Low Specific Activity material

should "be reviewed.

(The factors that should be taken into account in this review are

presented in the Beport of Working Group 6, p 58)»

6. The justification for and requirements of a Crush Test for Pissile

packages (all types) ana Type B packages weighing £.500 kg «id intended to

contain more than 10- A]_ or io3 Ag curies of radioactive material should

"be explored by means of a risk-assessment and a cost-effectiveness analysis.

7.
to:

(ref. Addendum to Report of Working Group 1. p 18).

In reigarn to leakage from packages, further consideration should be giver

(a) establishing a common dose criterion and exposure model for

Type B(U) and Type B(K) packages

(») establishing different leakage limits for packages handled (mainly)

insiae buildings versus those handled (mainly) outside

(These are in follow-up to the arguments and propositions submitted by

the consultant Mr. "E.F. Goldfinch; ref. Report of Working Group 5»

p 51 anc also working- Paper 8 of the meeting).

(c) harmonizing the leakage limits prescribed for Type A (zero) and

Type B ( ̂ A2 10~°/hr) packages post subjection to the tests which

simulate normal conditions of transport

(To remove the present, contentions inconsistency; ref. Report of

Working Group 51 P 5$ •

(d) modelling leakage and leak tightness, to permit the extrapolation

of data gathered from tests of models

(ref. Report of Working Croup 4, P 44*

Lesser Priority»

E. apropos the Thermal Test:

*• but nevertheless important, not to be interpreted as Low Priority.

retyped 1979-06-15 djd
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(a) the adequacy of the current temperature and duration criteria

should be assessed by means of a cost-effectiveness analysis

(b) correlations and guidelines, in particular about the practicalitiss

of conducting tests in various types of facilities and performing

analytical assessments of packages, should be developed from reports

on actual tests and research projects and be included in Safety Series
No. 37t the Advisory Material on the Transport Regulations. Particular
factors to be addressed are cited in the Report

(ref. Report of Working Group 2, p?B).

9. apropos th« Target used in the Drop Tests:

The definition given para 708 of the Regulations should be amended to

prescribe that its mass is at least 10 times that of the package to be tested

and as cubical as possible in shape.

(ref. Report of Working Group £, p 44 with the addition of the requirement

for cubical shape - see para 709 of Safety Series No. 37, as proposed

in the plenary session)

10. apropos t^e effects and significance of Vibration:

Member States be asked to submit data on the condition of fuel elements

(now and irradiated material) following transport, with an indication of the

mode employed.

(yef. Report of Working Group 5, ?50)«

11. apropos Special Form Tests and requirements:

The prescriptions contained in the Regulations should be compared with

those given in relevant ISO Standards (with s view to amending the farmer,

as considered appropriate).

(ref. Report of Working Group 6, p 5 $ .

12. apropos the transport of LLS and LSA materials:

(a) information on the capabilities of commonly used packagings to

withstand various tests, e.g. drop should be compiled (with a view to

determining the impact of prescribing certain requirements for LSA

packages)

(b) the use of freight containers should be encouraged for such shipments;

a recommendation to this «ffeet should be ineîudec iv Safety Series No. 37

-18-
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(e) the Committee1 s "view or. packaging standards for LSfe materials
should be communicated to TMCO (since this mstter i s of interest to
that organization)

(ref. Repr>rt of Working- Group 6, p 56 and 60).

Two recommendations previously made by other Advisory Croups were reiterated

"by th is Gonraittee.

13» apropos Tie-downs and Stowage remiirements: '

- the relevant paras of the Regulations and Safety Series No. 37 should

"be expanded, to be specific and more detailed

(ref. Report of Working Group 1, p l9) .

Shis subject was discussed at the Advisory Group on the Revision of

Safety Series No. 37 ir> October 1978. Amendments are in hand.

14. Greater l ia ison should be maintained with other organizations which set

standards and requirements that have a bearing on the transport of radioactive

materiel such as (but not limited to ) : ICAO, IMCO, and ISO.

(ref* Report of Working Group 6. p 61).

15. apropos 15-meter Immersion Test:

- although the report of Working Group 3 concluded that no additional

tests should be prescribed for u a transport at this tine, present

studies being carried out by the Japanese and others nay indicate

a need for a regulatory change regardons the 15 metisr immersion test.

. "• A figure of 200 meters, on the basis of the continental shelf, «as

discussed as a possibility* However, its consideration will have to

be supported by further studies.

i

1979-08-09 djfi
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Weeds*

The need exists for:

1. data on the frequencies and severities of accidents sustained in water-

•borne transport operations

2. further consideration of the issue of non-uniform exposure of packages

involved in a fire

3. methods by which the heat transfer occurring in the proposed thermal
test (i.e. amended version of para. 720 o* the Regulations) can be analytically
modelled

(ref. Report of Working Group 2, p 2S).

4. further studies in relation to the air transport of plutonium, to determine

the potential release from containers involved in very severe accidents

(assessments of the risks posed by such shipments in Europe and the USA are

relevant to this matter)

(ref. Report of Working Group 3, p41).

5* rostintp.ir.ing awareness of package design practices, to ascertain whether

safety margins are being eroded by the advancement of technology (with the

objective of identifying needs for making the Regulations more stringent)

6. making the requirement concerning the number of packages that must be

tested to demonstrate compliance with the Regulations (i.e. para 703) more

specific and definitive

(ref. Report of Working Group 5t P 50)»

7. minimum packaging standards for LSÊ. materials
(ref. Report of Working Group 6, p 5$.

* see explanatory note,- pages 9(a) & (b)



6. Other Items

(a) Working Groups 2 ami 4 also proposed respectively tpeeifie amend-
ments -to the tests of paras 720 and 701 (c) of the Regulations and the section
or modelling ic Safety Series Ho. ?7? (ref. Report of Working Group 2, p 2B
gxiù Repart of working Group 4« P 44 and 45). Tat former changes should be
brousnt to the attention of the Advisory Group os the Oomuréhvizivi Revision
of the Regulations, the latter should be considered for inelusim in the
revised edition of Safety Series No. 37•

(b) The terra "cost-benefit analysis'1 vas widely used during the meeting
and appears in many instances in the Reports of the V'crfcing Groxps. Professor
Nishiwaki has kindly advised that this i s somewhat iEsrseise, i t should be
taker, to mear. either cost-effectiveness analysis cr differential eost-fcenefit
analysis.

(c) Tne timing of the third meeting of this Coiroittee was briefly
discussed, but no proposal was put forward pending the implementatior. of the
recommendations given earlier. One topic that might be discussed at that time
is the testing of packages at periodic intej'v&ls during- their lifetime to
verify their continued compliance.

(d) Mr. Pope indicatsd to the Committee that Sandie Laboratories may
undertake cost-effectiveness analysis ir the areas proposed*

7. Actacnrl edrements

On behalf of the participants, the Cnaiman thanks the ZASft for this
opportunity to contribute to the Development of the Regulations and the
Â x̂tcy staff who participeted in and assisted with the proceedings, ir
paartieclar, Î5r. B.C. Bernardo, Kr. R.F. Barker, Mr. G.E. Svinâell and Krs. B. Pal
for their valued a'jvioe and support; Miss B. Dickinson fc? nt*iu ĵ jĵ e seeretarial
support and the Conference Clerk Hrs. R. Beer for providing administrative
and other help.

Sneaking personally, i t r̂as both a most enjoyable pleasure «Jd rewaniing
esroerieree to have acted as Cheirsan.
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1. For risk assessment aad cost-benefit studies i s regard to the need for
and requirements of a crash test for Type B weighing £. 500 leg and containing
?• 10- Â2 amounts of radioactive material and all types of f issi le packages
other than those exempt from the requirements for such packages»
(dynamic as well as static crush tests should be considered)

2. Keep in mind that a crush test may be required for Type £., LLS and LSA
packages at some time in the future, as the margins of safety provided in
current packaging designs are eliminated by more precise design procedures
and as the average contents of Type k packages increase towards the Â  and
k<z values»

1. For data on the frequencies and sever!''
water-borne transport operations»

2. To more fully address the issue of non*
of packages in a fire.

of accidents sustained in

•form exposure and beating

3» For developing theoretical methods by which the heat transfer by
convection during a thermal test can be predicted (for incorporation into
S.S. 37).

1. For further studies in relation to the air transport of plutonium, to
assess the potential release from containers involved in very severe accidents
and a analysis of the risk presented by such shipments in Europe.

2. Include information on the results of these studies in S.S. 37»

1. Maintain awareness of design practices, to ascertain whether safety margins
are being reduced by the use of more precise design procedures and ensure that
current margins are maintained.



WG. 5 eont...

2, Make •the requirement concerning the number of packages that most be testée

to demonstrate compliance with the Regulations more specific and concrete.

WG. 6

1. For minimum packaging standards for LSA materials.
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TC on Transport Package Test Standards

Vienna, 6-10 August 1979

AGBHDA

1* Opening of the nesting

2. Introduction of the Chairman

3. Adoption of the Agenda

4. Purpose and scope of TC
- Background Information - Working Paper So. 1 (vith VI.P. 2-8)

- Summary Report AG on Principles - Working Paper No. 9

5. Charge to the TC - Chairman

6. Working Procedures - Chairman
- Establishment of Working Parties

- Rapporteur

7. Discussion of reports of Working Parties

8. Structure and report of TC on Transport Package Test Standards

9. Future meetings of TC on Transport Package Test Standards

10. Other business
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i n

Summary Report Ho. 1

6 August 1979

The meeting «as opened by Mr. Pryor, Acting Deputy Director General for

Technical Operations.

The Secretariat provided the following information:

a) Mx. Bernardo - background information of the meeting

b) Mr. Barker - Summary of AG on principles

c) Mr. Swindell - Status of Borne Agency programme, i . e.
collection of transport information

3. Introductory remarks by the chairman., Mr. Unite:

The TC has to examine whether the present test requirements are adequate

(sufficient to reduce the risks), in the light of what may be expected in

the future, taking into account:

- the frequency of occurrence of accidents
_ the damage to the packages (release of radioactive material)

_ the changes in transport practices

- the attitude of the public (acceptance)

If certain tests are not rec/uired, the TC should give the reasons why;
if new tests are required, the TC should minrfTif the reasonableness (cost-
benefit analysis) of them and, in particular, ask if the same result could
be obtained by other measures (e.g. operational controls). The effect on
the regulation1s complexity should be examined as well.

Particular items to be addressed are:

1. Crush tesfe necessity; covering by other tests; application to

which category of packages, (might, type); additively to drop

test.

2. Thermal test: are present tests realistic? is there a need for

different tests for different transport modes?

3. Different tests for different transport modes.

4. Leakage rate limits.

5. Acceleration and vibration problems.

6; Tests for commercial packagings (LSA, LLS material)
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7* Special form tests.

8. Sumber of packages to be tested.

9. Scale modelling.

From the general discussion it is clear that:

1. The TC has the obligation to develop regulations and tests that

have a scientific and technical basis.

2. The TC has to take account of the public opinion., but must have

the courage to defend the scientifically based regulations against

public opinion*

3. The regulations should aot be changed for the sake of
changes, but only if there is a need (improvement) for i t and
if the changes are reasonable (AL&BA. - principle).

4. There i s a need for a document
transport regulations.

in laymen* s terms the

It is pointed out that the IAEA, will publish three documents at the
same time (in 1953):

a "What" document (Regulations, SS.6)

- a "How" document (Advisory material, SS. 37)

- a "Why*1 document

When reviewing the regulations, the IAEA, should also give some
consideration to:

- quality assurance
- compliance assurance (maintenance.and periodic inspection of

packages)
It is pointed out, however, that the lAEk has no statutory authority

in compliance assurance (enforcement of regulations); the responsibility
relies on the national competent authorities.

4-. Six workings are set up, to deal with the above-mentioned items:

1. Crush tests (chairman : Mr. Williamson)
2. Thermal tests ' (chairman : Hr. Pope)
3. Special tests for different transport modes (chairman : Kr. Partridge)
4. Scale modelling (chairman : Kr. Schulz-Forberg)
5. Leakage rates, vibration and acceleration statistical significance

(chairman : Kr. Pett«rsson)
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6. Teste for commercial packagings and special form, Type A crash
test (chairman : Mr. Bawl)

Documents and results of studies, relating to specific problems,
participants kaow of will be made available to the members of the appropriate
working group»

It is suggested that W.G. 6 should also consider the problems related
to secondary hazards (e.g. the chemical risks associated with the transport
of UPg.

Baekelandt
Bapporteur

1979-08-08 djd
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Report Ko. 2
Plenary Meeting - 7 August

1. Tte working groupe presezrted their terms of reference.
In addition to the items mentioned i s the Summary Beport Ho. 1, working

group Ko. 1 will also "^rtnr the modal aspects of crash tests*

2. It was pointed oat that detailed guidance should be given os specific
items to be studied farther, in case act enough data are available to allow
a scientifically based judgement to be made at present.

3. .ûfter "">̂ T>C risk assessments, based upon proposed changes of the
regulations, i t eight appear that the increase in safety i s so small that even
the cost of maVing a cost-benefit analysis makes i t unreasonable to make that
analysis.

4. The chairman stressed the need for justification for any change .to be
made.

la. 3aticelattâ>t
Bapportc
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Summary Report Wo.

MeetiTiP — 8 » 1979

During the discussion following the preliminary report of the chairaan of the

different working groups, it was pointed out "bhat:

1. any controls (operational, modal) are to be specified in the approval

certificate; a model certificate will be included in the next edition of

SS. 37;

2* further consideration should be given to the fact that different leak

rates are given for type A and for type B packages after type A tests;

3. fer some specific topics, additional co-ordination night be necessary

between the IAEA, sad other international organizations such as ISO)

4. the conclusions of the working groups 1 and 6 need to be co-ordinated, as

far as crush tests are concerned*

It was stressed by the chairman that:

lc further studies should be specified is as great detail as possible;

2. the reasons underlying decisions should be stated in as much detail as

passible (or reasonable).

L. Baekelandt
Rapporteur
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Samer? Report Ko. A

Plenary Meetinr - 9 August 1979

The reports of working groups 5» 3 and 6 were presented "by the respective

It was recognized that in the reports, different studies are recommended.
A list of these will be made so that priorities may be assignee by the TC.

It was proposed that type B packagings, designed for -transportation by

see. and/or air of large amounts of radioactive material (eg» greater toan

10? A} or 103 Ag), be submitted to a submersion test equivalent to a depth

of 200 m of water instead of 15 i» (S.S. 6. pen 721). The figure of 200 is

and the contents criterion are subject to modification, in the lient of

farther studies and consideration of the implications of this change.

Tne report of working groups 3 and 5 (with minor changes) was accepted.

L. Saekelandt

Rapporteur
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JLtUUSiA 1 7

Addendum to Report of Working Groin» 1

She Committee as a whole did not entirely concur with the conclusions
of Working Group 1 in regard to the crush test . It was of the opinion that
the addition of such a test does appear justified for Fissile packages
(of all types) and for fype B packages weighing less than 500 kg and intended
to contain morn than 10* Â  or 10? Ag curies ;f radioactive material. It
was not able to determine whether this test should be a static or a dynamic
one, thus i t did not propose a specific requirement; these matters must be
decided at a future meeting, on the basis of studies currently underway or
proposed.' (in this regard i t was mentioned that the GEC might be willing
to sponsor relevant work). The Committee urged that these be completed
as soon as possible so that an appropriate requirement can be introduced
ir. the 1983 edition of the Regulations.

It also felt that the need for a crush test for Type A, LLS and LSA
materials packages be reconsidered at the time that the requirement for
Fissile and ïype 3 packages is defined.
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Working Grono 1 -

Report No. 2
Crush S. Williamson TK

K. Brobst USA
B. Hezmerdahl Swedes
E. Bidout Canada
K. Komurka Austria
Z, Runge GDE
E. Kumagai Japan

This Working Group «as given the task of lne the event of crush in
& transport accident. Work done "by Saodia laboratories in USA. on severity

of transport accidents indicated, that crushing of packages (any type, not

particularly packages of radioactive material) occurred in transport.

It vas agreed that a crush environnent did exist is transport and this
Group looked at the IAEA regulations with a view to finding if the crush
environment was sufficient to need protection against and if the tests could
be said to satisfy this apparut need. The method adopted for this examination
was to produce a type of logic where questions could be asked and lead on to a
further question.

Attention was paid to the different mode* of transport -to examine the

need, if any, to vary the approach.

Type A packages were also to be examined by Group 6 from the crush point

of view, but it was agreed in the Plenary Session that cross fertilization

could be necessary. However, this Group did consider it necessary to examine

this aspect in any case.
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8, SAKD 76-0708

9. SAHD 77-0001

An Analysis of a Qualification Criteria for Small
Radioactive Material Shipping Packages

Severities of Transport Accidents Involving
Packages

Observations

1. Is increase is safety worth the effort?

2. The overall risk in transport of radioactive materials appears to be very

low.

3. Just because crush forces exist it does not necessarily mean "ihat protection

is required.

4. Two sets of conditions should be oonsiâeiwd, i.s., normal conditions of

transport and accident conditions.

5» Easting compression test, i.e., stack of five packages, does not
necessarily represent the crush environment tinder consideration.

6. Intent of the regulations is to provide a reasonable level of safety;
it is not ejected to cover all accident conditions (since in any event this
would be virtually impossible).

7. xhe examination of the need for a crush test should cover all nodes of
transport. Working Group Bo» 3 «as also to consider special tests for all
transport modes and their conclusions may have somu influence on the
recommendations of this Working Group.

8. Package failure in a crush environssnt shtrald consist of any of the
following criteria; (a) act ivity release, (b) loss of shielding, (c) loss of
nuclear safety (criticality).

9. There is a very close relationship between the failure of packages in
crush environments, inadequate tie-downs and stowage. The Working Croup
recommends that measures be taken to improve existing tie-down and stowage
requirements in the regulations as a means of reducirs the frequency and
severity of crush events.

Bcamnation Criteria

The Working Group agreed that the best approach tu the work was to

construct a logic seqttence consisting of a series of sequential questions

and provisions which follow?:

1. Does a crush environment exist?

2. If so - describe when, where, anu how much. (*)

3. Is it significant enough to require protection?

4. If so - do existing regulations provide sufficient protection?
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If sot

6.

7.
B.

9.

(«)

- (a)

(b)

(c)

are existing regulations close enough to avoid change?

if regulations are seriously deficient than determine if

a crush test can be devised to cope Kith the problem,

if new regulations are required then factor in other

possible requirements, e.g., Type C packages.

Consider the sequence of existing tests - should a new test (if required)

"be inserted as as alternative test or an addition?

Should such a test be dynamic or static?

Is the proposed test (if required) compatible with existing tests in the

regulations?

Should risk assessment study on crush events be aade?

G recognizes that crush forces exist in normal conditions of transport

of radioactive material, but they are aot sufficiently significant to

warrant the introduction of a new regulation to prevent failure of the

package.

Since Type A, LLS and TiSA packages are not expected to survive the stressée

of thermal Mid mechanical accident conditions it is inconsistent to exnect

these nackag-es to survive a crush environment in ar. accident.

.. Assessment

1. A crush environment exists. This assessment i s baaed on transport eatserienoe

and Sandia Laboratories studies in particular.

2. Crushing occurs in both normal conditions of transport and accident conditions

aas in all modes of transport (but not to the sane degree). Tat MG observed that

'-rash damage i s generally proportional to severity of accident.

3. Estimated "<°̂ "™ crush forces (ref. 9) were as follows:

MODE TOBSE

Road - 4300 kg

Bail - 32000 kg

Air - 32000 kg (vertical)
Air . 120000 kg (longitudinal)
Sea - ?

table:
probability of crusj events in accidents is indicated in the following

L
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Cnish environment for small packages <500 kg. Estimated probability

of exceeding IAEA severity levels» (Taken from réf. B).

EOBE

Road
B a i l
Air
Sea

PHOBEBILITT

0,0027

0.093
•>
•>

For air shipment accidents the crush environment is significant but not

as significant as impact (based on ref. 8).

For sea shipment accidents data is not available to the WG.

KB. The reliability of the above figures is questionable. The data

examined was confusing, to say the least.

5* A tabulation of crush event significance in terms of the need for protection

follows:

MOEE^^,.^—«-

COHDITIOH

ROAD
- NORMAL
- ACCIBEHT

BAIL
- HORHAL
- ACCIDENT

AIR

- NORMAL
— ACCXXE33T

SEA

TYPE «A» ( • ) LLS, LSA

S m a l l
P a c k a g e
L 500 kg

HO
HO

HO
HO

HO
HO

•>

Large
Package
à-500 kg

HO
HO

HO
HO

HO
HO

?

TYPE *B* AND FISSILE

Package
£ 500 kg

HO
TBS

HO
TES

HO
TES

>>

Large
Package
> 5 0 0 kg

HO
TES

HO
TES

HO
TES

•>

(*) See Footnote to Examination Criteria on Page 3
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6. An assessment of whether the existing, regulations provide coincidental

protection for Type B and Fissile packages under crush accident conditions follows:

KOBE

ROAD

RAIL

AIE

SMALL PACKAGE
(^•500 kg)

HO

NO

NO

KEDIUK PACKAGE
(>5oo kg )

NO

NO

?

LARGE PACKAGE
(>1OOOO kg )

TES

TES

NOT APPLICABLE

7. An assessment of Whether the existing regulations are "close enough"

to provide reasonable protection for Type B and Fissile packages under crush

accident conditions follows:

MODE

ROAD

RAIL

AIR

SHALL PACKAGE
(£. 500 kg)

•?

•>

>>

MEUrtlK PACKAGE
(>500 kg )

TES

TES

TBS

LARGE PACKAGE
(7-10000 kg)

TES

TES

NOT APPLICABLE

8. At this stage in assessment the Working Group found it difficult to proceed.
However, further discussion on related topics proceeded* Shit primary difficulty
is that some sound risk assessment and coet-henefit data is needed in order to
decide just what tests may he necessary, worthwhile and at what levels. The
risk assessment should take account of a predictable increase in future
chipments. This type of information must he developed within the next year

or so if this problem is to be resolved.

9. The risk assessment should also relate to the recrutrements ofthe IAEA,

regulations and not to current design practice.

Discussion

1. The WG also examined the test proposals by the PRG and the USA, in order that
if a risk assessment and cost-benefit study should support the inclusion of a
crush test, then the WG have a specific recommendation. The KG propose that
the following crush test be examined by the member states (faring the coming
year, and be used as a reference test in the risk assessment and cost-benefit
study and to be examined for i ts merit.

2. Because crush loading on a package in an accident occurs over a period of
time which, although probably less than a second in duration, is s t i l l much
greater than the period of time that impact forces are imposed, the Working
Parc- considered the crush loading to be more static than dynamic. A dynamic

._



crush test i s , i s many ways, more of an impact type of loading involving an
object moving at high speed into a target from some distance away. In actual
accident conditions, the crushing object i s more likely to be adjacent to the
package being crushed, and would have the saae velocity at the tine of initial
impact of the vehicle* For these reasons, the Working Party preferred a static
test over a dynamic test , recognizing that there night be seme slight économie
advantage to do dynamic tests using existing package lifting faci l i t ies . However,
by specifying a crush test using either a compression whine or a weight
stacking system, this difference i s considered not to be significant»

3. She WG i s not suggesting that other test methods wold be precluded. She
WG therefore, suggests the following static test (.Appendix A) as one example
of a crush test to be considered *w*wç the coning rear* Other examples should
be considered.

Conclusions

1. This WG saw evidence which indicated that crush was a highly probable event

in a transport accident.

There was no knowledge that a crush event had problem
in a transport accident involving radioactive materials, but the threat does

s for tie down andexist. It is considered that more stringent
stowage be added to the regulations sinoe it is oar opinion that these
will considerably reduce that threat*

3. This WG recognises that crush forces exist in conditions of transport
of radioactive material, "out they are not sufficiently significant to warrant

the introduction of a new regulation to prevent failure of the package. Since

Type A packages are not expected to survive the stresses of thermal and mechanical

conditions it is inconsistent to expect these packages to survive a

crush environment in an accident. The WG considered the evidence available
and were of the minion that there was insufficient .-Justification for a
reeomrnencMtion to be vmàe to ir.tronuee a crush test for lype A, LLS and LSA
packages into the IA3A regulations.

4. The WG considered that an increase in safety due to the introduction of a

crush test, may be STi«i and that the risk could already be acceptable.

5* nevertheless, the KG advise that the subject should be further investigated

and provide a risk analysis and cost benefit to be used to guide future thinking.
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6. ïhe WG examinee several different general types of packages and determined

that the type of package which mught be most adversely affected by a crush

environment is the lightweight and small package, such as those needed for

transporting fissile materials that do not recuire much radiation shielding.

Such packages could be designed to easily pass the existing regulatory tests,

but night fail under serious crush events» The WG concluded that large packages,

such as spent fuel flasks, would easily resist the identified crush forces and

would not recuire a crush test. Packages in the mid-range might possibly be

vulnerable to crush, but the WG could not find sufficient justification to

include them under a crush test regimen.
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of rail accidents,

1. The existing regulations require the sequential testing of packages to
impact, puncture and fire. Immersion i s specified as a separate individual
(non-sequential) test* The Working Party foeussed primarily on the option
of retaining that present regulatory test regimen in paras 718 through 721,
except to add a non-sequential crash test to be applied to al l packages
(with certain exceptions) independent of planned transport mode*

2. Under the proposal, the test specimen would s t i l l be subjected sequentially
to the impact, f-neture, and fire tests now specified (or as might be modified
by another working party)* Additional individual tests for crush and immersion
would be done, either on that test specimen or on separate specimens, at the
tester's option. The crush test would consist of a static compression of
130,000 N (about 30,000 1b or 13,300 kg). This test level will cover about

9^ of truck accidents, and 98.5-99.75» of air accidents.
A higher level of 310,000 S (70,000 lb or 32tOOOkg) would cover °9.9£ of rail,
100$ of truck, and O9.9$o of air (vertical load) accidents. A lower level of
45,000 N (10,000 1b or 4,300 kg) would cover about 8o£, 99-95» «ad 97*8 - 99.65J
of those accidents.

3* A case can be made for requiring tl,at the crash test be applied sequentially
with the puncture and fire test (see SAKD 76-0708)* However, this would
introduce a significantly higher degree of complexity into the test regimen
just to cover crush, and the working party could not (under this option)
sufficiently justify doing so.

4. There i s a proposal to specify separate tests for surface and air. In that
case, the following test séquence would be used to include crush. For surface,
the test specimen would be subjected sequentially to puncture, crush, and fire,
with individual tests for impact and immersion* For air, the crush test would
be additional and individual, and not sequential. The crush test for both
surface and air would be the same.#

5* Large pakcages (weighing more than 300 kg) are subject to crash stresses
in accidents to a far lesser degree than smaller packages, and the Working
Party could not find sufficient justification to require, large packages to
be crush tested. Also,' the increase in safety (decrease in risk) which
would probably result from requiring crush tests on packages containing
quantities of radioactive materials near the low end of thé Type 3 range
appeared too small to warrant the test requirement* Therefore, the Working
Party would recommend the crush test to be required only for packages containing
non-fissile isotopes in a quantity exceeding 103 A2« All small packages containing
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a non-exempt quantity of f issi le material would be subject to the crush test
requirement.

6. Specific Test
718. The test specimen shall be subjected to the cumulative effects of

the mechanical tests specified in para 719 and the thermal test specified
in para 720, in that order* Separate specimens shall be subject to the effect
of the crush test specified in para 720A and the water immersion test specified
in para 721. As an option, a single test specimen may be tested in a single
and complete sequence of impact, puncture, crush, fire, and immersion, in the
order listed; following this complete sequence testing the package must satisfy
the acceptance criteria,

719. No change.

720. No change.

720A. Crash test
The test specimenshall be compressed between the plates of a

compression testing machine, or between parallel horizontal steel plates
(one fixed, one movable), and & load of 130,000 ft (approx. 13,500 kg) applied
to the specimen. The load shall be applied gradually to the specimen so that
the loading i s essentially static, not dynamic. The package shall be oriented
between the plates so that the plane of the package in i t s normal tied-down
transport configuration is either parallel or normal to the pletes, whichever
is the more daaiaeine. The maximum crush load shall be held for a period of
5 minutes ana" then removed. Note: packages which weigh more than 500 kg,
or which contair s misntity of non-fissile radioactive meterials less than
A.2 r 10-, are exempt fror this t w t .

721. No change.
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World***1

Thermal Test Renuirement

Pone
Bidder
Kotler
Aoti
Hitsche

The Working Groin) considered the adequacy rif the carrent thermal test for

demonstrating the ability of a packaging to withstand accident conditions in

transport*

The carrent thermal test is provided is para, 720 of Safety Series No* 6,

which reads:

"any thermal test shall be considered as satisfactory provided that the heat
flux incident on the specimen is not less than that which would result from
exposure for 30 minutes of the whole specisen to a radiation environment of
800°C with an emissivity coefficient of at least 0,9. For purposes of
calculation, the surface absorptivity shall be either that -value which the
package nay be expected to possess if exposed to a fire or 0*8, whichever
is greater. In addition, when significant, eonvective heat input shall be
included on the basis of still ambient air at 800°C during the thirty-
minute period".

Deficiencies1.

Two potential deficiencies were addressed by the working group.

1.1 She adequacy of the current test requirement has been questioned
relative to providing protection for packages exposed to actual fires because
of the all-engulfing specification in the test requirement, and the duration
and source temperature specifications which are mode independent. However, the
requirement may be excessively restrictive in requiring a maximized value of
the surface absorptivity. The Working Group determined that the source
temperature, nonuoiform aspects of the thermal environment, surface absorptivity,
connective heating and duration should all be considered in judging whether the
current test requirement is adequate»

1*2 The second deficiency is related to the need for revision of the

current requirement definition to eliminate ambiguities and to provide a true

test requirement rather than a calculational method. Because of the specification

of a package absorptivity, and a fixed radiation source temperature and emissivity

coefficient, calculations are required for demonstrating equivalence between the

requirements specified in para 720 and an actual test.
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These calculations are difficult to carry out because of the 'uncertainties

introduced by the current wording of para 720. Furthermore, one interpretation

of para 720 leads to contradiction with para 727 of IAEA. Safety Series Bo. 37.

Finally, it is not clear «hen an esperimentor or analyst is required to consider

connective heat input. The Working Croup determined that para 720 should be

rewritten to rectify these deficiencies,

2. Evaluation of Need

The Working Group considered, in detail, the need for changes.

2.1 The adequacy of the existing source temperature and exposure

duration was evaluated using the data of References 1-3. These data represent

both a conciliation of existing accident data for general transport by road,

rail and air within the United States, and a statistical assessment of accident

frequencies and severities using Honte Carlo techniques. Belative to the fire

environments in accidents, these data are summarised as follows:

Percent of Accidents covered by
Current Regulation

Transport
«ode Accidents

Involving All
Accidents

Road

Bail

Air

70-90

25-35
70

99-5-99.8
99.2-99.3

90

The ranges shown for road and rail apply for small and large packages
respectively. The values fcr air are for small packages.

The current requirements on source temperature and duration cover at least
90 percent for all transport modes considered. As long as the regulatory require-
ments for accident testing are maintained mode independent, as they are in the
current regulations, the current requirements appear to be adequate.

However, the following recommendations are made by the Working Group:

(l) If mode dependent criteria are implemented in the future, the
duration and/or source temperature for both rail and air should probably
be increased. For rail, when a fire occurs, only one fire out of four
will be covered by the current test requirements. For air, the current
test requirement provides a lower overall level of protection
(see Reference 2) than i s provided for either road or rail .
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(2) Prior to implementation of the 1983 revision of Safety Series Ho. 6,

a cost-benefit analysis should be performed to ascertain that the carres*

temperature/duration requirement is adequate on a mode independent basis*

(3) Data need to be developed for accident frequencies and severities

relative to water-borne transport which can be compared with the data

from References 1-3 for the other transport modes.

2.2 Recently obtained data on packages in fully «mgn7fiTtg fires
(Reference 4 and 5) show thatt even when wind velocities are low, highly non-
uniform thermal inputs result. That is, packages in fully engulfing fires do
not experience uniform heating. Similarly packages not co-located with a fire will
also not experience a uniform thermal input. In fact it is virtually impossible
to envisage a fire environment in an accident which will provide uniform heating.

Virtually no data are available to provide guidance on what percentage

of accidents involving fires will also expose an individually carried package

to a significant thermal source, fully engulfed or otherwise. Suffice it to

say that not all fires will involve the package and, for those packages exposed,

not all will be immersed in the fire.

•Hhe non-uniform input in real fire exposure envire its can lead to a

Leldexpansion volumes and the outer shell can rapture allowing the

to be totally or at least partially lost. Unie latter phenomenon was experienced

in the tests in both References 4 and 5. This latter phenomenon is also

addressed to Safety Series Bo. 37, para 234, which is advisory and not regulatory

in nature. This paragraph, in part reads:

".... Where 'built-in* voids are contemplated as a means of accommodating
the increased volume of lead on melting, it should be recognised that,
when the lead cools a void will exist whose position may be difficult to
predict, since it will be largely dependent on the orientation of the
package in the thermal environment* It should also be recognised that
the effect of such voids may be offset by cracks developed in the steel
shell, either during the mechanical test or as a result of local melting
of lead at a position remote from the void1*.

The current specification of a uniform radiation environment does not

account for real phenomena* However, as will be shown in section 3, the

recommended test requirement should more fully address the issue of nommifoxn

1979-08-09 djd
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exposure. Attention should be paid to this problem as guidelines ar >. established

for calculation! procedures in the future.

2.3 Another problem inferred from unpublished test results is that the

effective absorptivity of the package surface may change with time and nay

depend upon the thermal mass of the structure, its conductance, surface detail

such as fins and ^?e-exposure surface treatment, and also the fuel source.

Therefore, the assumption of a high, constant value of absorptivity is

fictitious but conservative.

The Working Group concluded that, by specifying the test requirements in

terms of the environment only, this problem will be avoided. This is

accomplished in the proposal in section 3.

2.4 The Working Group felt that consideration should be given to the

difference in connective heating which results depending upon the location of

the package relative to the fire. If the package and fire are co-located,

then connective input will be significantly greater than that based upon "still

ambient air at 800°C*. For example, Russell and Canfield (Beferenee 6) have

determined that, for a fully engulfed cylinder in a hydro-carbon fuel fire,

the forced connective heat transfer coefficient is 8 to 9 tines that of the

natural convection coefficient. If the package and fire are not oo-located,

then connective heating would probably be negligible, or cooling from cool air

being drawn into the fire might occur.

The Working Group concluded that specification of the test requirement
as discussed in Bection 3 would adequately address the issue from the stand-
point of testing. As guidance is developed for calculations! methods which
should be included in Safety Series Ho. 37, this effect must be more fully
considered*

2.5 The most outstanding deficiency, and the one directly addressed by
the proposal in section 3 concerns the changes in wording for para 720 of
Safety Series Bo. 6, clarifying the test environment to which the packaging is to
be exposed. These changes make the environment independent of the package,

and eliminates from the test requirement specification input data for calculations.
The proposed text will clarify the intent of the thermal test.

The proposed text provides for a specified total thermal input to the

packaging in terms of a combined radiative, and connective environment.

As specified, the test can be accomplished in an open pit fuel pool using

conventional hydro-carbon liquid fuels, and most furnaces using specified

and accepted methods. References 4-11 describe many of these testing methods.

Such methods provide mvironments approximately 30 to 70 percent more severe

than the environment determined analytically using para 720 of Safety Series Ko. 6

L
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meaning that further work in this area i s required.
as currently written (see Reference 1O)A When the proposed test requirement is
satisfied by testing with either an open fire or furnace, the response of the
packaging to non-uniform and time varying thermal input should be adequately
evaluated, the real package surface affects such as fire and variable
absorptivity, u d the combined radiation/convection phenomena « i l l all be
adequately covered* She source temperature of 8OO°C is considered to be
adequate* In addition, until further quantitative data are available (see
section 2,1), the duration of 30 misâtes which i s used in the proposed
requirement to defise the total heat input to the package i s also considered
to be adequate by the Working Group*

3. Proposal

It i s proposed by the Working Group that para 720 of Safety Series So* 6
be rewritten as follows:

720» thermal test: the test shall consist of exposure of the package to
a thermal environment such that any thermal test shall be considered as
satisfactory provided that the total heat input (joules) to the specimen i s
not less than that which would result from exposure for 30 minutes of the
whole specimen to a combined radiative/convective environment of 800°C with
antffective enissivity coefficient of 0*9 in air or hydro-carbon combustion
products under normal atmospheric conditions H " < ™ of 0*8 atmosphere)*
The exposure of the specimen to the thermal environment in the practical
test shall be of a net duration of no less than 30 misâtes and so greater
than 45 minutes* After cessation of the external heat input to the
specimen*

(a) the specimen shall not be cooled artificially until another three
hours have elapsed or until i t has been demonstrated that al l internal
temperatures have begun to fa l l , whichever i s earlier; and

(b) any combustion of materials of the specimen shall be allowed to
proceed for three hours after the cessation of external heating to the
specimen unless i t terminates earlier naturally*

4* Proposed Pâture Efforts

Advisory Material SS.37

The Working Group determined that advisory material for SS.37 should be
developed to include guidelines on how to conduct practical tests at various
types of faci l i t ies , and on how to perform realistic analytical assessment of
the specimen*
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In order to develop these guidelines some work in conjunction with the
easting studies most be carried out*

4»1 Correlation between varions test methods with para 728

a) Open fire test -
parameters to be considered

(i) type of fnel (heat values aad flash point)
(i i) uniformity of exposure

( i i i ) effects of test geometry including flame thickness
(emissivity and temperatures)

(iv) location and number of control (monitoring)
thermocouples

(v) effect of winds

b) Cold-start furnace (Method I of current advisory material)
parameters to be considered

(i) location of control thermocouples
(i i) relative geometry

( i i i ) type of fuel

c) Soaking furnace (Method II of current advisory material)
parameters to be considered

(i) location of control thermocouples
(i i) relative furnace to specimen geometry

(i i i ) type of fuel

4.2

(iv) effects of preheat

Correlation between test methods and analytical roaches

(i) Calibrate current analytical codes (manual or computer)
to reflect actual conditions of para 720

(ii) Co-ordinate the collection and evaluation of data from
Etudies being currently done in various countries
(A partial list of these activities is included as
Section 5).

Suggested ^T>glytical Method* for Package Assessment
- to develop standard analytical methods to assess commonly encountered
features of packagings

(i) requirements for treating nenuaifons thermal source
(ii) treatment of connective heating when engulfed or exposed

only partially
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(i?i) treatment of cooling fiss

(iv) " " fireshielôs aT|r^ their remaining

effectiveness after drop/crush test

(v) " " internal heat sources

5» Thermal Test Study Prumams

Many experimental and/or analytical studies are being performed or are

planned in various member states. The IAEA., through future activities with

consultants, technical "ommittees or advisory groups should remain aware of

the progress in these studies, should encourage the exchange between

specialists in the member states of the result of these studies, and should

develop correlations and guidance based upon these data. The following

summarizes those studies of which the members of the working group were aware.

The studies are listed by Member State.

5.1 Canada

Currently, Atomic Energy of Canada limited, Commercial Products

is concluding a 3 year program of testing and evaluation of shipping flask in

terms of para 720. It essentially consists of the following three parts»

1) Interpretation of para 720 in tents of a practical thermal

test

In this part a propane fired furnace was calibrated in terms of
the generated radiation heat flux using a large steel heat sink as a calorimeter.
The radiation heat flux was calculated based on «he measured temperature levels
and the specific furnace - to - calorimeter geometry. This radiation heat
flux was then compared with that specified in paragraph 720 for the same
geometrical configuration so that the required test time could be determined»

The calibration was carried out for two different tinw-temperature profiles
to control the furnace environment, namely, the ISO-834 and ASTM E-119-73.

2) Comparison of effects of two types of fireshields on the
overall hea.t ti>aasfer coefficients

The steel calorimeter from part 1 was first equipped with a

cylindrical heat shield and subjected to the ISO-834 environment. The total

heat uptake was measured. The same was repeated with the steel calorimeter

covered with a blanket of thermal insulation.

These total heat uptakes were then compared with that measured in part 1

and the overall heat transfer coefficients for all three situations were calculated.

3) Pull-scale test on various flask models
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The remits i s this «ran «re sot yet available, however, i t is
expected that tbe work « i l l be completed in early 1930.

5.2 Resublic of Oennanv

Some work ww just ended, oat sot published and some work was
started a few month* ago.

5.2.1 Tasting Plutonium •» Packagings

lightweight Pu - chipping containers were tested i s extended fire
tests. Hhile the contents are liquid the tests were only performed in an open
fire. Besides the basic test of half as hour, tests with durations of 75 minâtes
and 90 martes were done, recording environmental temperatures up to 1200°C.
The environmental températures were a l i t t l e bit weather dependent, bat i t will
be corrected by a new wind shield construction*

She results of fire tests were always compared by analysis work»

5.2.2 faaks in an Open Tire

Some investigations and especially some fire tests were done with
5000 1-tanks,, These may be used for tbe transport of low level liquid waste.
Special attention was given to the temperature rise of the liquid and the
behaviour of the safety devioes.

Again a comparison with analytical data was given.

5.2.3 ?urther Work
With model series thermal tests will be performed either in

furnaces or in a pool fire. Especially for the furnace tests , besides the
fuel fired furnace, we will use an electrical heated furnace.

differences, i f significant, should be clearly investigated. Since lead
shielding i s & matter of interest, the melting-time^behaviour should be observed*

Besides the actual tests computer methods will be used and i f necessary,
especially improved.

While the electrical furnace has dimensions of lm z la x lm, the size of
the used models i s restricted. The whole work will be done in 1980 and I98I.

In the same time period we will test obsolete casks or models of them.
Especially, we «il l do fire tests on 30* TFg packagings and on a half scale
model of the spent fuel shipping cask TH8. These casks are mechanically
damaged to a large extent. The fire test should go up to the breaking point,
e.g. test pressure of the unit vessel or melting point of the lead* In case
the fire duration and/or temperature attitude have to be extended toofax,
extrapolating by analytical methods are planned.

- 4 9 - 1
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5.3 France

As reported in TC-272, paper Bo. 14, the French CEfi. are performing

"long-duration high temperature" teste of a 1300 mm diameter, 1900 mm long
specimen of 4500 Eg» The test uses an open fuel pool fir*
with sheet-metal hood used to increase fire temperatures* A preliminary test
was performed in December 1978, which provided flame temperatures to 1200°C
and protection against excessive wind effects.

The test duration was 10 minutes. A 90 mutate test has since been performed.

5.4 Japan

In order to confirm the validity of the analogy between the

integrity of prototype casks and the extrapolated value from model test results*

a long-term Demonstration Test Project on the Beliability of Spent Fuel Package

was planned and commenced in 1977* Both an open fire test facility and a furnace

test facility are under construction* Tests will be carried out after 1980*

These facilities were designed on the basis of the following research and

development results:

In 1973 and 1974 thermal tests by Japan Society of Mechanical Engineering

were carried out by using three kinds of scale model (J> V^»5 and •§• of 80 t

prototype cask for spent fuel).

Measurements were made with the emphasis on a clarification of the correlation

between test duration and reduced scale of models. The data obtained from these

tests were analysed in 1976 and 1977 and compared with the analytical results

with TEOMP code, as partially modified in Japan in 1976 and 1977*

The thermal test by the Fire Research Institute were conducted by the

furnace test method II, using a specially designed furnace and the results were

compared with the results of open fire test using the same kind of models. From

these experiments the differences between test methods were made clear.

In a paper provided to the subgroup, authored by J.T. Daniels of

the H E M , the following information was provided:

It is important to recognize that the thermal test is not intended to

represent directly any possible accident. It is intended however to envelope

in its effect on the package a substantial proportion of possible accidents»

With changing transport conditions and increasing quantities of flammable

hydrocarbons potentially present as fuel or payload, the adequacy of the

existing criteria has been questioned» However, their inadequacy has never been

rationally demonstrated by a comparison of true "thermal threat" rather than,
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ssy, fire temperatures.

Eae present IAEA recommendations give BO guidance on what calculativ* methods
are acceptable for assessing the heat input to a RAK package by convection. 1
validated calculations! method would in itself be of use sot only for design
but in simplifying the approval procedure and reducing i t s expense.

Work «t the UEAE4./SHD i s currently in progress on these two points: to
look rationally at the true thermal threat involved in transport accidents and
to compare i t with the XAE& test conditions; and to develop appropriate ealealative
methods for representing the heat input to a RAK package. The proposed work

is briefly outlined, with some comments based on published work.

She AE&. i s undertaking a critical review of work sa the fire environment
i s transport accidents. We aim to derive probabilities, applicable in the UK.
for the exoeedance of particular fire temperatures and durations.

A review of experimental data on heat transfer in fires and comparison
with methods of calculation will be made, with the aim to derive validated

methods of calculation that will enable the fire environment probabilities of
section 2 to be translated into a "thermal threat" probability (represented
as a heat flux and duration) for any given package.

She AE& expeets to be i s a position to report finally on the work i s about
12 months.

She objectives of the work propoBed above will be a comparison of the
current IAEA, criteria with fire accident probabilities, based on a "thermal
threat" index rather than a comparison of IAEA temperatures and times with
possible accidents; and the derivation and validation of a ealculstive method
for heat fluxes i s transport fires. He would intend to recommend experimental
work i f this appears appropriate. He would also give an opinion on the need,
or lack of need, for "T?nTiTie existing fire test criteria.

5.6 United States

A number of thermal test programs are to be performed in the
United States.

5*6*1 Extended Duration destine of Casks

A 136 metric ton cask/rail car system was exposed to an engulfing
pool fire test in January 1978, for a period of two hours. Post-test evaluation
of the cask response i s underway, and documented results should be available
in I980. Comparison of response with different calculations! methods will be
included.
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Tests of two half-scale models of rail size casks in an *™e"'l'(?iTie pool fire

are currently planned for 1981; and of a full size, modern rail cask in 1982.

These tests will be preceded by analytical predictions*

5.6.2 Torch Tests

Tests of a modified but obsolete rail size cask (4 BWB assemblies)
in a "torching" environment will be performed in 1980. These tests will be
preceded by an analytical evaluation* The torch environment has been defined
to be a 1200°C jet of burning propane, approximately 2 m in diameter, lasting
for 0.5 hours.

5.6.3 Pool Pire Test of "Orashable Overoack*

Pool fire tests of crushable overpacks, and scale models thereof,
will be performed in I98O through 1983 or 1984. Crushable overpacks are steel
walled/polyurethane foam structures used for carrying alpha-contaminated waste in
the US. Surrogate waste and waste containers will be contained in the overpacks.
Pre—test analyses include emperieal modelling of the response of the foam to
the fire environment with and without punctures in the wall.

5» 6.4 R r e Exposure of Bon-type B Packages

Strong Industrial packages and type A packages are being exposed
to non-standard fire environments to evaluate their response to accidents in a
repository. The fire environments include local diesel fuel spills and fuel
saturated salt floors. Although the tests do not apply directly to the test
requirement, the results may provide insight into non—uniform heating problems.

5.6.5 Modal Study of Transportation Safety

A detailed modal study i s planned by the USHBC (taring I98O
through I984. The study will initially address surface transport and include
fire testing of different categories of packages to as yet-to-^e-speeified
environments. Packages will be categorized by size, weight, contents, etc.
Preliminary results could be available as early as late 1980.

5*6.6 Ertended Testinc of Plutonium Packase

A lightweight, Airtransportable Accident Resistant Container
(LAABC) i s being developed. LAARC packagings will be tested in a pool fire
surrounded by a steel chimney. Previous tests in this facility provided fire
temperatures in excess of 1100°C (see HOHEG-0361). The test duration will be
for 1 hour. The package development should be complete in I98I.

l
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6.

A specific recommendation for ^yng^^g para 720 of SS.6 is provided in

section 3. In addition, recommendations for further actions are made to

improve the state of knowledge conoerniag the fire accident and the appropriate

application of this knowledge in applying the regulations either through

experiment or analysis. These recommendations are provided in section 2.1

and section A» The Working Group feels the IAEA should take action to

implement these recommendations*

*
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1 Introduction

The task of the group was to consider the possible need for separate

tests for transport by sea and air and to consider the practical effects

of modal regulations. It was noted that the regulations presently include

one test, the penetration test, which has modal implications although it

is applied generally to represent other conditions which may arise in tran-

sport; i.e., this test simulates a motorcycle falling onto a package in a

r Hear.

2 Air Transport

The working group initially considered whether revised tests should

be specified for air transport of materials such as plutonium. A report

from the December 1977 meeting (IAEA/AG-144) recommended that a panel of

experts be convened to review the need to revise the standards for air

transport* The report referred to a study being sponsored by the Commission

of European Communities.

Paper So.17 summarise» the results of the CEC study carried out by the

United Kingd'JB Atomic Energy Authority. The group agreed that the overall

risk of transporting plutonium by air was very small. Packages used for

air transport of plutonium have been tested to severe conditions beyond those

now prescribed in IAEA Safety Series So.6. These tests show that typical

plutonium packages have far greater integrity than is indicated by the

current test standards. Also, the group noted that the impact surfaces

that would be expected in an aetual aircraft aeei&ent are not as rigid as

in the IAEA tests and would be less damaging. Based upon these considerations,

and the precept that the regulations should not be changed in the absence ef

onantified justification, the group ooneurred in the recommendations in

Paper Ho. 17. These may be summarized as follows;
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A. Present regulatory criteria should be retained «Modified.

They give sufficient confidence that the overall probability

of some release is snail.

B. A programme of work should be initiated to assess the potential

release from containers in very severe accidents.

C. The risk analysis of the European air transport operations,

already envisaged, should be completed.

Both the CZC risk analysis and the nodal study being planned in the

United States are relevant to this subject. It Mas considered that data

pertinent to recommendations B and C above are necessary before a rational

decision can be Bade as to the need for modifications to existing reg-

ulatory criteria. The CEC report, to be published shortly, will include

information on the relationship between the velocity of impact onto

targets of different rigidity, encountered in the transport environment

and the equivalent damage. Accurate information of this type would be

useful for inclusion in Safety Series Bo.37, with a reference to this

information in Safety Series Ho.6.

3 Sea Transport

With respect to sea transport, the group discussed the various papers

on this subject that were prepared in Japan. The discussion» were broad

and far-ranging and were centered upon the extensive studies carried out

for spent fuel transport in Japan. The studies clearly showed that the

transport of spent fuel by sea in Japanese waters is very safe. Special

ships are utilized to reduce still further the low probability of ship

sinking. The reports show that shipping casks were thoroughly evaluated

to determine that material would not be released if submerged to great

depths. An evaluation, using conservative assumptions, indicated no

unacceptable consequences even if a cask ware to be submerged and breached.

With this information, the group was able to review the proposal in

Paper Ho.6, that SAGSTRAK should undertake a study with the aim of adding

further reeruirements in the regulations for sea transport.

The present test in IAEA 721 calls for immersion to a depth of only

15 meters. Concern was expressed that a cask may be designed that would
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neet only the minima réaniment E. However, it was recognized that the
IAEA tests do not in themselves represent the actual accident situation
and that the massive shielded oask would withstand isswrsion at fax greater
depths without oollapse. In view of the very low probability of a cask
being submerged or subsequently being ruptured and the acceptable level
of consequential effects, it was concluded that no additional tests should
be prescribed for sea transport at this tine. However, an extensive
urograme is oontanplated in the United States on the accident spectrum
relative to nodes of transport. Transport by sea will be addressed in
this study* The resultB of this study, those carried out by the Japanese
and others may indicate a need for regulatory ohange regarding the present
15-aeter immersion test. The IAEA research oo-ordisation programme should
embrace such studies. With regard to fire at sea, it was recognised that
their duration nay exceed 30 minutes. However, this topic together with
poteatâal crash environments are the subject of discussion within Working
Groups 2 and 1, respectively.

4 Practical Effects of Modal Beeulations

The practical effects of incorporating nodal tests into the reg-
ulations were considered. It was agreed that introduction of nodal tests
would not sake the regulations so complex as to be unworkable. However,
concern was expressed regarding how packages approved for spécifie nodes
of transport could in practice be limited to transport only by the in-
tended node. It is therefore important that any limitations plaoed upon
node of transport or operational controls be specified in the associated
Competent Authority Approval Certificate.
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1. Working Group (WG) 4 discussed on August 7 and $ 1979 identification,
scope and details of the given topic.

2. The WG 4 identified and agreed the scope of tasks as follows:

(a) collect and compile data on model testing

(b) evaluate the data

(c) review the relevant para of current IAEA regulations and draft and

advisory materials

(d) propose addition to and/or revision of the regulations and/or advisory

material, if it is found advisable to give some clarification

3. The above mentioned scope of tasks was reported to the TC of the plenary

session on August 7 and accepted with the advice that review should be taken

on the use of scale model for thermal tests and leakage evaluation. WG 4 -

Report Ho. 1 was given to the TC. The plenary accepted the status and the

proposed foregoing.

4. The WG identified papers to be reviewed* The list of these papers is

given in the annex. Attention should be given to the point that the list will

never be complete, but for more information see at first the literature given

by these papers. References to the list of papers are given in square brackets.

5» The WG reviewed and discussed the papers given in the annex and made the
following comments:

For clarification one has to distinguish between a physical model and a
model in a more general sens*. In the latter case a simplified full scale
packaging or a part of it is to be seen as a model. A physical model follows
the wellkaowx model laws* Often a physical model or a part of it will be
presented is simplified manner.

the definition of model techniques the group saw also the wellknown

foregoing in ease of thermal test, e.g. -testing a model in an actual test,

eomparising with analytical methods and - may be after optimization - using

the analytical method for predicting the temperature distribution in the lull

scale packaging»

Since all these various model techniques give reasonable results and are

often used, the group would recommend the following wording in para 701 c)

in the Safety Series No. 6:
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"701 c) Using model techniques especially performance of tests with

models either being a simplified packaging or being a physical model.

Physical models of appropriate scale should incorporate those features

which are significant with respect to the item under investigation, when

engineering experience has shown results of such tests to be suitable

for design purposes. Care should be given to all essential parameters

in co-ordination Kith the model laws".

For the Safety Series Ho. 37 the group considered especially the paper
[ U ] in the annex (SEC/TC/78/51), which deals with model testing of the drop
and the fire test* The following text includes the above mentioned paper
with some new aspects given by the group. It is recommended to be para 701 c)
of a nev advisory material.

6. Proposed text for the para 701 c) in a new advisory material:

In instances where full scale tests of packagings are not practical,

smaller scale models may be used to predict the response of the package

being involved into tests. Expérimental and theoretical experience has

shown that scale model tests are useful methods for demonstrating

compliance with certain requirements of the regulations, particularly

the mechanical tests. It is generally easier to incorporate important

design features to a physical model used for testing than to a

mathematical model used for calculation. She conditions of similitude

for the mechanical tests are relatively simple to create, provided saae

or similar materials and

methods of fabrication are used for both the model and the full size

*•"£, surface finish,packagings. Attention should be given for example to "•»
casting, welding, heat treatment, bonding methods and the simulation
of the contents. That, in an economical manner it is possible to

study the relation of packaging orientation and the resulting damage,

the overall deformation of the packaging and, if needed, to obtain
information for example concerning deceleration, stresses and local

deformations of the packaging or of parts of it. In addition many
design fratures can be optimized by model testing, for instance

shock-absorbers (impact-limitere). Model testing is also useful
to provide benchmarks to qualify computer calculations used to predict
packaging damages.

Dropping the model from 9* aas the advantage that stresses during impact

of the scale model are nearly the same as for full size packaging.
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Assuming that as exact "replica" model is not feasible or practical
to construct, the necessarily included detail of the model i s a matter
of judgement and dependent on the type of test for Which the model i s
intended. For example, for determining the structural response for an
end impact, i t may be acceptable and practical to exclude cooling fins from
the model* Ibis type of consideration may greatly simplify construction of
the model without detracting from its validity. Only pertinent structural
features which may influence the outcome of the test must be included [19].

Attention should be paid to the strain-rate effect on strain-stress-
characteristics of the materials. Strain-rate sensitivity of the material
i s one limiting factor for scaling dsvau For sealing factors up to 4
experience has shown that this effect is negligible.
While i t is not easy to model brittle fracture in general, care should
be taken to such effects in evaluating the results of the model test .
Account should be taken to the fact that the physical characteristics
of materials may be affected by the overall size and section thickness.
Xhis also applies to components of the packaging, in particular to bolts.

The more one deviates from full scale, the greater the error i s that i t
i s introduced due to the above mentioned theoretical aad practical
reasons. Consequently, the degree of soaling might be greater for a study
of packaging deformation as a whole than for testing certain parts of the
packaging. In some cases the scale factor chosen may be determined by
particular types of testing undertaken, for example, in the penetration
test , specified in para 714 and 719 in S.S. 6, i t is necessary to scale the
target (mild steel bar) *in order to produce accurate results. She target*
in 708 of S.S. 6 should have at least 10 times the mass of the model and
be as cubical as possible in shape.
When application for approval of a package design i s based to any extent
on scale model testing, i t should include a justification, in particular:

(i) indication of and reasons for the scale factor;
( i i ) demonstration that the model constructed reproduces sufficiently

accurate the details of the packaging or parts of i t to be tested;
( i i i ) a l ist of parts or features not reproduced in the model;
(iv) justification for deletion of parts or features;
.(v) justification of the similitude criteria used.

*) It i s recommended to reconsider the definition of targets.

L
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The applicant should establish a QA-progran including design, manufacturing
and testing of the model. Care oust "be exercised especially when planning
the instrumentation and analysis of Bcale model tests. It is necessary
to ensure that adequately and correctly calibrated instrumentation and
test devices are provided so that the test results can be documented and
evaluated in order to demonstrate the compliance with the regulatory
requirements. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure that
instrumentations and test devices or their electrical connection» do not
interfere Kith the model in a way which would invalidate the test results.

Considering the results of a scale model test, evaluation of the damage of
the contents can be done in terms of:

release rate potential;
criticality considerations;

shielding effectiveness;
thermal considerations.

(i)
( i l)

(iii)

(IT)

It is difficult to extrapolate the results of the scale

testing involving seals asd sealing surfaces to those responses expeoted

in a full size package. It is possible, however, to acquire valuable

information on the deformation of sealing surfaces and, if the model is

sufficiently detailed, on the overall response of the package seal to the

test. When utilizing scale models for testing seals, it is necessary to

consider the possible effects of such factors as surface roughness especially

for metal seals and seal behaviour as a function of material thickness

and environmental conditions. The magnitude of the leakage can be

extrapolated from the model test results with careful evaluation of the

leakage modes.

In thermal testing with scale models, it is often difficult to create

reasonable conditions of similitude, even when the conditions of similitude

for each of the thermal processes concerned will be regarded in different

experimental arrangements. For example, use of scale model will necessitate

the beat flux to be increased in proportion to the scale while the time

decreased and therefore limit the applicability of such tests in almost all

cases. Thus the assessment of the test criteria, especially for large

packages, for example irradiated fuel packages, is frequently based on

analytical methods often combined with computer application. One of the most

useful areas for scale modelling in relation to thermal tests is in the

verification of the computer programme used for the analytical purposes. In

most cases, this theoretical work must be assisted by some experiments on



materials of -fixe package components or on parts of the rackage to assist in

a reasonable choice of physical parameters. Care should be taken to the

applicability of the code to such sizes, temperatures and conditions for which

the code has not been qualified because heat transfer characteristics are more

or less sensitive to them»

7. Further studies

For the first outcome of one research work [12] it is to be seen that

provided the geometric is modelled, the materials and the manufacturing

processes are in accordance with required quality, the molecular flow through

small leaks and the permeation follow approximately the model scaling, Hhere

such modes of leakage is expected to occur. The WG 4 reccawnd to further

studies in this field of modelling tightness be carried out.
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leakage
The working group «as given the tasks to review/(criteria and tests, vibration/

acceleration stresses on packages, and demonstrating compliance with test require-

ments*

~i

1 Leakage Test Requirements

The present leakage test requirements were reviewed for adequacy* Two components

of the test requirements were identified as needing further considerations; namely

the difference in performance required when submitting Type A and Type B packages to

the Type A tests, and the different leak rates permitted for Type S (U) and

Type B (M) packages in the .Type S tests.

1.1 Type A Tests

The performance criteria for Type A and Type B packages are different in that

Type A packages are required to suffer no loss of containment, whilst for Type B

packages a finite leak rate figure is laid down in the Regulations.

from the point of view that a Type B package must withstand accident conditions

without a similar requirement for Type A packages, it appears that the requirements

are conceptually or logically wrong. Also, from the radiation protection point of

view, leakage cannot De said to "be unacceptable, at least not as long as the activity

leakage is below a suitably established level. The concern is always the resultant

dose, not the exposure pathway in isolation.

The working group reached agreement on that the ultimate goal would be to

harmonise the requirements such that equal performance be required for the two test

situations. The group was, however, unable to gain a clear understanding of possible

practical consequences or ramifications °f & change, in the case of Type A packages
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from a qualitative requirement (no IOBB or dispersion of content) to a quantitative

requirement (i.e. a finite leak rate figure). Apparently, the introduction of a

finite figure liait in the ease of Type S packages did cause some practical

difficulties*

Being thus unable to make a differential cost-benefit analysis of changing the

Type A package leakage requirement, the group concluded that no change should be

proposed at prevent*

d e group recommends that further consideration on harmonising the requirements

should "be made; possibly by the Review Panels later to be convened by the Agency

and charged with the last of comprehensive revision of the Transport Regulations.

At the same time, the related proposal by Mr. £. Goldfinch (paper no* 8) to

differentiate between leakage performance requirements for packages handled indoors

and out of doors respectively, should be further investigated*

1.2 groe B(tfl s M Trtw B(K) Tests

The group identified the problem of the existing difference of a factor 10

between the 3,sak raft» limits of îype B (H) and Type B(K) packages, associated to

Type B tests.

She group was unable to find explanation for this difference except for

engineering considerations and the fact that Type B(M) packages prior to being shipped

require the competent authority approval of each country affected by the shipment

and therefore different leak rate limits could, in principle, be allowed.

It appears that, on the basis of radiological protection considerations, the

ultimate goal should be to base leak rate lii.âts on one and the same dose criteria.

In the consultant review paper no. 8 by E. Uoldfineh; suggestions have been brought

out that permitted leak rate of Type B(H) packages would be increased to the same

level as Type B(K), the hypothesis on which the calculations are based is an acceptable

individual dose for both types of packages of 1 rem. This value is substantially

higher than the dose criterion underlying the present leak rate limit for Type B(U)
of 50 mrein).

packages (of the order/( Futhermore, the group was not in full agreement with the

exposure model used in Mr. Goldfinch's paper.
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The group was not in a position to reach suggestion
loadings to an increase of the present type B(U) limit to the B(K) limit
and no proposals are made to change the actual figures of leak rate limits
for Type B(V) and B(X) packages.

She group reeoanea&s that an approach to a ce dose criterion aad
raihseçne&t exposure modelling should he further pursued*
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Tbe group it of the opinion that reference to acceleration and vibration and

their icfluenoe on the package should renais as they are in para* 215 of S*S.»e>.6,

no vibration tests should be introduced into the regulations owing to the difficulty

of finding experimental tests reproducing the actual shipment conditions. Furthermore,

the significance of any tests oas be questioned because damage induced by vibrations

will appear at random during the lifetime of a package, and damage suffered «ill

also vary froc one package to another» However guidance os package design and

maintenance should be given is S.S. Ko. 37. Owing to the influence that vibrations
could have on the safety of transport, a sentenoe should be added to the
Regulations (suggested plaoe: para 215) saying that *ls vibrations encountered

ransport could seriously affect the ooiiient of the package, packaging;
and t ie down ajslem, such stresses should be taken into account at the
design stage."

The group recognizes that vibrations can affect:

1) Content of the package

2) Package i tself

3) Tie-down system.

The content of the packages can be influenced by vibrations, particularly when

containing fresh or irradiated fuels or special form materials. Vibrations could

cause fatigue stresses, giving rise to rupture of the first containment system. These

phenomena have to be taken into account in the design stage of the package as the

leak tightness is concerned.

The group is of the opinion that the Agency should ask Member States to

submit data on the behaviour of fuel elements after shipment by various transport

modes. Consideration should be given in the design of the components of a

package to the influence that the vibrations could have on them. The order of

magnitude of the data could be derived from the material already existing in

the literature as well as in S.S. 37•

It should be avoided that vibrations cause the loosening of the bolts of

the package and for this 'reason bolts should be maintained adequately fastened.

It must be stressed that the vibrations affect the behaviour of the package

during its lifetime. The group is of the opinion that special provision should be

given in order to check the integrity of the various components (nuts, bolts,

welding, etc.) of the package.

._
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- Is order to reduce the influence of vibrations on the tie down systems, these

could be designed in such a way as to avoid stress on members itself and

on the package. The use of rigid members can be advisable. The group is of the

opinion that information on the behaviour of materials and components and

construction criteria could begin by the experience of aeronautical engineering.

3- Demonstrating Compliance with Test Becuirements

Over the past few years some eases have been identified where the degree of

conservatism in the design of packages have become smaller such that package

designs might be closer to failure than before with regard to regulatory requirements.

Losing some degree of conservatism in the design of packages will, per se, not

be of any concern assuming that the confidence in the present desi^i and/or test

requirements is based on a proper assessment of what is necessary in terms of

regulatory requirements, but it will be of concern if, in finding the present

situation being adequate, the basis for such a conclusion is a combination of

regulatory requirements and the present - or then - engineering design practice.

Should a significant negative change in terms of actual performance of packages

in accident and mishap situations occur, because of "close" adherence with design

and test requirements then a reassessment of the regulatory requirements would

obviously become necessary.

Although some concern may have been experienced in terms of changes of

design approaches the performance of packages in incident/accident situations is

still deemed to be adequate. A need has, however, been identified to keep the

possible changes in design practices under review, with the objective of ensuring

that the package performance in the total transport environment remains effectively

unchanged, and of identifying any need to modify the regulatory requirements.

Pros the standpoint of the present IAEA Transport Regulations a designer is

required to show evidence that one package prototype complies with the test

requirements. The designer is not required to tell that only the, say, third
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attempt vas successful. Tbis raises the question whether any more precisely defined

evidence of compliance with the test requirements must be provided. Such supple-

mentary information would relate to the overall test programme and procedure, and

may be different for different kinds of packages. Should fype B packages

deserve more attention because of higher activity content, or should lype A

packages deserve this extra attention because they are shipped in larger numbers.

Or should the concern rather more be focused on what might be termed "critical

features" of a package design.

Below means to make sure that the performance of a package will remain effectively

unchanged compared to the present situation are proposed.

One means would be to require that the test compliance evidence be based on

tests carried out on more than one package. A suitable number would have to be

established by the competent authority based on guidance and/or requirements being
more precise that what at present is contained is para. 703 ef "the

Regulations. Another means would be to determine the margin of safety actually

built into the design (e.g. by testing until failure) and then assess the

"adequacy" of that margin. Obviously the first approach is the preferable one,

mainly because it avoids unknown extra expenditure on tests, and difficulties in

judging what safety margin is "adequate".
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Working Group 6 net on August 7 and 8, 1979 and considered the tasks as
outlined i n Report Number 1 of the Group.

I.

The basic discussion., conclusions and recommendations are as follows:

Type A Crash Test

1* The WG noted that crush forces were experienced often enough by
Type A packages to canse concern among some knowledgeable individuals. In
several instances the packages were damaged to the extent that some of the
contents were released*

2. In order to determine the magnitude or frequency of crush oecnrances,

the report of AG-144 was consulted and it was noted that crush (for all types

of packages) ocean»! in approximately 45» of the incidents reported. Prom the

information reported it was not possible to quantify the forces involved and

it was observed that this information would be requested by the IAEA, in its

information collection effort (ref. SAGSTBAM - Report of First Meeting, Annex V ) .

3* There was considerable discussion on the delineation between "accidents"

and "nozmal conditions" of transport with the conclusions being reached that:

a* Type A package tests should contint» to represent "normal conditions"
of transport which are, in actuality, représentative of minor, unintentional
occurrances; and

b. It is not necessary, in light of the other Type A requirements to
begin specifying représentative "accident" conditions (i.e. large forces)
that Type A packages must survive, either intact or with some -•<*< —•»
specified leakage.

4* It was noted that experience and research (S. Bagsgsrd, et» al,
The Release n& T>»*< oactive Materi»"* •** the Event of the Destination of a

Type A PackiLPT ari^ F.B. Sixon,, et. al, Type *̂* for
has shows that Type A packages are stronger, often significantly stronger than
that required by the regulations. There appears to be a myriad of reasons
for this, bat the fast remains that the level of protection provided by todays
Type A packagings generally exceeds the "minimum Type A packaging". It is
difficult, if not impossible, to divorce this fact from other considerations
when examining the adequacy of the Type A requirements because no extensive
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work has been carried out on a representative "minimum Type A" package and most

espexienoe (which bas been generally favourable) bas been gathered on commercial

Type A packages which are usually stronger than, required by the regulations.

It was observed that if the Type A packages in use were reduced in
resistance to the "minimum Type A", the conclusions drawn by the WG nay
no longer be valid* This is due to the interaction between r^^cinç strength
required to provide resistance to an "extra regulatory" test (i.e.
in excess of a 4 foot drop) sad package strength which is available to resist
any other mechanical forces. The result might well be packages which would be
less resistant to other forces, such as crush, which would lead to a need to
re-examine the topic. This "float" above the regulatory requirements was
recognized as hcving an important, bat unquantifiable effect on experience and
the need for additional or more stringent Type A tests.

5. The Interim Report of WG 1 was received and discussed and is gratefully

acknowledged*

6. It was concluded that since the Type A tests would remain representative

of "normal conditions" of transport, no crush test representative of these

magnitudes of forces would increase package integrity to an appreciable degree*

Therefore, it is not recommended that a crush test for Type A packages be

adopted*

H . Special Form Materials

1* The adequacy of the IAE& test requirements for special fora material

(S»S. So. 6 paras 726-737) were discussed in light of the experience of the

KG members* E»erience has shown that the test rt uiremente have been successful
in producing special fora material that has essentially no dispersal hasard.

bal or accident forces which could2* There were no additional envir
be identified as being representative of transport operations that were not
adequately covered by the existing test requirements. While the ISO
classification document (ISO/BIS 2919*3) prescribes tests which are not specified
in the IAEA, regulations, such as vibration and external pressure, it was not
considered necessary to include these tests based on experience.

3. The WG discussed the difficulty and confusion that has arisen as
a result of having different performance test requirements between the transport
(IAEA.) regulations and use (ISO) standards. This difficulty was considered
to be due to a lack of co-ordination and updating of requirements as needs
and testing techniques have changed*
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4. The existing IAEÉ. test requirements were discussed in light of the
ISO requirements (XSO/SES 2919.3» Technical Beport 4826, and Standard I677).
It was concluded that the IAEA impact test (9 meter drop) was generally of
less consequence than the ISO test (Impact Class 3 and above)t tout that for
other tests , such as the thermal test , the reverse was true.

5. Considering the differences between S,S. Ho. 6 and the ISO documents
and the inadequacy of arriving at a suitable solution by «pi »•<•*< fig the
differences in S.S. No. 37» the WG concluded that a consultant intimately
familiar with the ISO approach should:

a* Evaluate the IAEA, tests and determine their severity in light
of the ISO requirements;

b. Evaluate the ISO requirements in relation to transportation,
especially those tests not required by IAEA.;

c. Determine which leak tests or leaching tests are most
appropriate and reflect current abilities;

d. Propose a rewriting of the IAEA, test requirements so that only
the relevant and significant tests are retained and that the leak or
leaching tests most appropriate are used.

6. It was noted that the IA3A had recently increased i t s co-ordination
with ISO and this should be encouraged to extend into the area of sealed
sources specifically.

HI . Low Specific Activity (TftfO and Low Level Solid (T.T.tQ Radioactive Material

1. The basic philosophy underlying the LSA concept i s outlined at paras
338-346 of Safety Series No. 37. Essentially, there are two classes of LSA.
materials;

(i) materials encompassed by paras 121 (a), (b)t (c), (e) and (f) .
These materials are regarded as being inherently safe in that "it i s
inconceivable that, under any circumstances arising in transpc:.., a
sufficient mass of such materials could be taken into the body to give
rise to a significant radiation hasard".

( i i ) Materials encompassed by paras 121 (d) and (g). These
materials are not inherently safe in the above sense and may therefore
only be carried under full load conditions.

2. At the Advisory Group Meeting on fiadiation Protection and Safety
Principles held in July 1979 (refer Paper Ho. 9, Enclosure C), two deficiencies
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were identified in the current regulatory requirements for ISA and IIS matériels
as follows:

iTig to Unit(i) TrTfi •̂'"̂  ISA) material eliould retain adeouate
the external radiation dose rates following an accident» The Advisory
Group recommended that following loss of shielding, the radiation level
at 3 meters should not exceed 1 rem/n ( i .e . the same as Type A accident
situations).

( i i) The specific activity of the radioactive contents of materials
in para 12l(d) might be increased to unsafe levels following an accident.
The Advisory Group recommended that para 121(d) be deleted from the
Regulations.

3. There are at present no regulatory requirements for the quality of
packaging for ISA materials other than i t should be strong enough to prevent
the loss of material <fri»ine transport. The XMCO Sub-Committee on the Carriage
of Dangerous Goods has however proposed that packaging for ISA materials should
be tested to the VS Group HI tests ( i . e . for goods presenting only minor
danger). These tests require, inter alia, a drop test of 0.8 meters. IW30
has agreed to defer action on this matter pending advice from the IAEA*

4» SAGSTBAK recommended that ILS materials be packaged in strong
industrial packages which shall retain their contents when subjected to the
Type A drop and compression tests .

5. The Working Group noted that there was the potential for large costs
and undue public concern arising from accidents involving the spillage of
sizeable quantities of certain ISA materials. There had been several such
instances in the United States in recent times. Further, in many cases the
ISA material has a comparatively high commercial value. These factors tend
to lead to a certain amount of self-regulation by shippers of ISA materials.

6. The Working Group considered that any move towards introducing
packaging test requirements for ISA materials would need careful consideration
from & cost-benefit viewpoint» Such packaging i s used in large quantities
throughout the world and i t would need to be confirmed that any test requirements
introduced did not place an unwarranted economic penalty on shippers of ISA
materials. The Working Group did not have information readily available to
i t on the capacity of various ISA packages to withstand different drop tests .
For instance, the capability of a drum or box to withstand a given drop test.
vail depend markedly on the weight of material i t contains.
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7* With regard to the deficiency identified is para 2(i) above, the

Working Group noted that the dose rate following an accident involving the

LLS (or LSA) material Hill depend on the physical distribution of the material

after the accident.

8. The transport of natural uranium hexafluoride «as discussed and the

severe consequences Which could arise if a cylinder of HFg «as involved in an

accident associated with a prolonged fire. One member of the Group remarked

that it would "oe possible to use overpacks for transporting cylinders of natural

UFg to increase their thermal resistance. However, it was noted that this

proposal would involve a significant cost penalty and that further data would

be available in about 12 months on this subject.

9. Finally, the Working Group noted the "abuse" of the ISA and LLS
concepts to transport articles of highly radioactive waste in concrete blocks,
thus lowering the overall specific activity. Thx Group considered the
desirability of only allowing the activity to be averaged over a limited volume
to limit "be potential risks from such consignments) but reached no final decision.

10» Based on the above, the Working Ctoup recommends that:

(i) a review be undertaken of the LSA and LLS concepts taking

account of the following factors:

- the potential clean-up costs following spills of ISA. materials

- the LSA category only containing inherently safe materials, i.e.

the removal of materials encompassed by paras 121(d) and (g)

- the *awfl-HTiC of bulk liquids as ISA materials

- the proposal to limit the external radiation dose rate of a package

containing ISA or LLS material following an accident to 1 Tem/h

in the context of para 7 above

- the "abuse" of the LSA and LLS concepts by averaging the activity

of solid waste materials over the volume of a concrete block.

(ii) the IAEA should compile information on the capability of

various commonly used LSA and LIS packages to withstand varying test

requirements.

(iii) there is a need for some "T^I*"™" packaging standards for LSA

materials. The stringency of such packaging standards should depend on the

results of the review in recommendation (i), the costs of packaging meeting

such standards as determined from (ii), and any operational requirements

imposed such as full load conditions of transport* She IASA should

specifically advise U E O on the results of this Technical Committee*s

decisions with regard to packaging standards for LSA materials.
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(iv) Safety Series Ho. 37 should contain a recommendation that the use
of freight containers be encouraged for the transport of LSA and LLS
materials to reduce the consequences of accidents.

(v) specific liaison be established between the IAEA and international
organizations such as l£Skf ICAO and XMCO on the natter of transporting
radioactive materials with subsidiary risks such as tenacity aad
pyrophoricity.


